Abstract-The modern technologies and developments in computers and
INTRODUCTION
The modern technologies and developments in computers and Global Positioning System (GPS) as well as Geographic Information System (GIS), become very important in present time in mapping and sea navigation. Traditional map projection systems are not suitable for modern technologies, because they haven`t high accuracy in determining the position of features, also when calculating the distances compared by Indirect Problems of Geodesy (I.P.G) it have bad results [1] .
In 1998 Belarusian Professor"doctor science" Vladimir Badshevalovdevelop a new theory for map projections "the united map projections geodetic" (Lambert , Mercator , Russell ,Lagrange and compound projection) [2] , while Dr. Akresh M.S 2009 Akresh M.S , 2011 Akresh M.S , 2012 find the general law of the inverse of algorithms, direct algorithms in Russell projection for the theory Prof. Vladimir Badshevalov (harmonic equations) [3] .
II. METHODOLOGY
The research methodologyuses map projection by harmonic equations using the following steps:
Constructing coordinates system using geographic coordinates for boundaries ofU.K territory, as well as standard parallel and central meridian for zone in U.K (11×14 degree) see (Fig. 1 φs=49 ` 55 ' 00" N λw=11` 00 ' 00" W φ N =61` 00 ' 00" N λE= 02` 30 ' 00" E φ p =B p =55` 30 ' 00" NL c =4` 30 ' 00" W The ideal scale factor for Mercatorprojection givesless distortion in edges, while normal scale factor has less distortion in center zone.
All coordinate systems in map projections can be created by one of these two methods: direct method and indirect method [2] , [3] . (2) where: X 0 , Y 0 = initials coordinates systems for zone (5) The difference between map projections by harmonic equations (Mercator, Lambert and Russell, Lagrange and compound projection) only in coefficients, where any hair has special coefficients; here we will useMercator projection for U.K, direct coefficients are as following [3] , [5] :
For all coefficients see references [4] B. Indirect Method Uses rectangular coordinate transformation (x, y) to geographic coordinate (φ, λ); the Fundamentals equations are as following [3] , [6] : 
Indirect coefficients for all projections can be computed from following equation: 
Geographic latitude using iteration value by following equation
Hereis some examples for estimatinggeneral Mercator projectionby harmonic equation;the transformation ofgeographic coordinates to rectangular coordinates system, and vice versa results are shown in (Table I ). The results show that there is no error (1mm) in the case of transforming coordinates to geographic coordinates.
III. LOCAL SYSTEM
The local system gives a good results in the present time,the local system gives rectangular coordinate system for each city within high accuracy in distances measurements" without Sampsoncorrection method", and it`s equal distances measured by indirect geodetic problems.
These problems solved by new methodologies in geodetic projections method "multinomial harmonic equations"by Laplace equations, as well as has the easy way to make rectangular transformation between local system and general system as following: dX, dY : coordinates system for main projection. The local system has overlaparea forcities (20×20 km 2 ), good results can be obtained compared by traditional Mercator projection (UTM); here, local system was usedfor two sea ports (Landon sea port and Liverpool sea port). Table II shows the geographical coordinates of London city at local system. Point "E" is the central point of the system where the scale factor equal to 1. Table III shows the coordinates of the points in Table II computed by three different projection methods; 1-Local system by harmonic equations Mercator projection, 2-UTM projection, and 3-Mercator projection by harmonic equations.
The local system by harmonic equations gives a good results compared with the two other methods. The maximum error in the area was + 45.82 sq. m. in the local system compared with + 1865.06sq. m. and 13032.06 sq. m. in the other two methods. (Table IV) shows the geographical coordinates of Liverpool city at local system. Point "E" is the central point of the system where the scale factor equal to 1. compared with the other two methods.
( Table V) shows the coordinates of the points in (Table  IV) computed by three different projection methods; 1-Local system by harmonic equations Mercator projection, 2-UTM projection , and 3-Mercator projection by harmonic equations.
The local system by harmonic equations gives a good results comparedwith the two other methods. The maximum error in the area was +1261.7 sq. m. in the local system compared with +34145.5sq. m. and 67095.9 sq. m. in the other two methods. 
IV. CONCLUSION
A study has been done to obtain the ideal projection for sea ports. From the results obtained, it can be conclude that the local system is better than the traditional projection.
Local systems used in the projections of harmonic equations give good results for the distances and areas measurement on maps without "Simpson modified".The results show that the error in short distances was between 0.0 and 30.0 cm compared with 20.0 cm and 450.0 cm error when UTM system was used. Local system method by harmonic equations shows better results than other methods.
Local coordinate system is better than the UTM coordinate system in certain places specially for locating theenvironmental pollution likeoil spells in sea ports and coastal areas.
